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CATTLEWASH, ATLANTIC PARK, "WHITE CAPS"

Saint Joseph, Barbados

White Caps is a stunning Barbados beach house on the East Coast of Barbados, perfect for surfing; it is an

area known for its natural beauty and the rolling "white caps" of the Atlantic Ocean. This impressive home

sits on just under 10,000 sq ft of hillside land, providing unobstructed, panoramic views from Pico Tenerife

to Martin&apos;s Bay. It is cooled by the tropical trade winds.The upper balcony provides a most

comfortable retreat; it opens up to show the endless view and you can hear the sound of waves crashing

and smel the ozone in the air. The balcony is perfect for dining or to enjoy a snooze in the hammock. Or,

for a magical experience, get up early and watch the sun rise over the sea. The pool is 8ft x 10ft perfect for

a dip on a sunny day.Inside the house, the open plan concept and the large glass windows and doors of the

upper floor provide a spacious living environment with 2 bedrooms, maximising the ocean view.The

kitchen is fitted with granite countertops and stainless steel appliances, providing modern convenience in a

rustic paradise.The bathrooms are spacious and neutral tiles interplay with modern vanities and facilities,

providing contemporary amenities.The lower level has a fully furnished games room, providing

entertainment for "kids of all ages". There is a full size pool table, and entertainment centre.Panoramic

views, untouched natural beauty and modern conveniences make this a perfect retreat for families and

couples to get away from it all in style.Additional InformationWhite Caps also has a second kitchen on the

lower level. This suite which has a 600 sqft deck plus 2 bedrooms, can be used as separate, self contained

accommodation if required.SALE PRICE: Bds$1,950,000 / US$975,000

More Information

Sale Price: 
$975,000 US

Property Reference: 
1211

Amenities: 
Ocean View
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Telephone: (246) 537 6633
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Property Type:  Villa

Bedrooms:  3

Bathrooms:  3

Land Area:  11,000sq. ft

Floor Area:  4,200sq. ft

Listed:  27 Jan 2024
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